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1. Tisa LaSorte, CEO and President, AHATA
2. Maria Dijkhof-Pita, Director, Dept Economic Affairs/Commerce/Industry
3. Ulrich Hermans, Innovation Advisor, FUTURA Innovation Lab

Panel discussion

How can Aruba benefit from the presented cases?

Jocelyne Croes
Alternate chair COE, chair SDG Aruba

Maria Dijkhoff Pita
Director Economic Affairs

Tisa La Sorte
Director and CEO AHATA
Let's hear from you!

1. Connect to **UA_Wifi** *(no password)*

2. Go to **www.PollEv.com/arubacoe**
Thank you to all our partners!

**COE’s Mission**
To strengthen innovation and resilience in SIDS by sharing SDG-related best practices and lessons learned and to support SIDS in their journey of sustainable development.
MALO
FAKAFETAI
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GRACIAS
MERCI
THANK YOU
MASHA DANKI!

Join us now for a closing drink